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The bestselling recovery Bible is now available in large print with an incredibly easy-to-read 10.5

font size!With over 2,000,000 copies sold, The Life Recovery Bible is todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

#1Ã¢â‚¬â€œselling Bible tied to the Twelve Steps of recovery, helping millions of people turn to the

true source of healingÃ¢â‚¬â€¢Jesus Christ.The New Living Translation is an authoritative Bible

translation rendered faithfully into todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s English from the ancient texts by 90 leading

Bible scholars. The NLTÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most

difficult-to-understand Bible passagesÃ¢â‚¬â€¢but even more powerful are stories of how

peopleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lives are changing as the words speak directly to their hearts.
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The Life Recovery Bible: leading readers to the source of recoveryÃ¢â‚¬â€¢God

himself.Life-changing features:Twelve Step Devotionals: A reading chain of 84 Bible-based

devotionals tied to the Twelve Steps of recovery and interspersed throughout the Bible text.Each of

the Twelve Steps is supported by a video introduction featuring Stephen Arterburn and David Stoop.

Find the videos at www.LifeRecoveryBible.com.Serenity Prayer Devotionals: Based on the Serenity

Prayer, these devotionals are placed next to the verses they are drawn fromÃ¢â‚¬â€¢an excellent

29-day devotional reading plan.Recovery Principle Devotionals: More than 50 Bible-based

devotionals, topically arranged, build upon each other to create an excellent guide to key recovery

principles.Recovery Reflections: Topically arranged recovery reflections, at the end of most Bible

books, pinpoint key insights learned from specific Scripture passages.Recovery Profiles: Key Bible



figures are profiled, and important recovery lessons are drawn from their lives.Recovery Notes:

Interspersed throughout the Bible text, these notes pinpoint passages and thoughts important to

recovery.Topical Bible Verse Finder: Quickly find what the Bible says about common

issues.Recovery Themes: Prominent recovery themes are discussed at the opening of each Bible

book.Additional Features: Book outlines, book introductions, topical index, devotional indexes,

recovery profile index, and a userÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s guide.Plus!A Life Recovery FacilitatorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

GuideA Step-by-Step Life Recovery Meeting GuideAdvice for Thriving in a Secular Recovery

GroupWisdom for Creating Recovery Groups in ChurchEdited by David stoop and Stephen

Arterburn --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

I first began with this Bible after 6 months in OA. Clearly, it is one of the best Bibles for 12 Steppers!

I love the Step/Recovery comments, and have lost 100 pounds in 10 years with this Bible. I have

also quit gambling, and that was hard, because I am retired now! But God has been with m e

through out my Recovery, and with the support of my family, my Higher Power, and this Recovery

Bible I am "trudging the Road of Happy Destiny!

This is a complete integration of the 12 steps of AA, and life in general. I have found sources in the

Bible for each step and clarification also of each book of the Bible, it's intended audience at the

time, who actually wrote each book. It has been a source of understanding better the 12 steps and

deepens my commitment to sobriety and success in life through trying to abandon my will in favor of

God's and the understanding that He has only my happiness and that of the world in mind, through

Grace, Forgiveness and steadfast Love. I have recommended this Bible to many friends and those

who have purchased it have been helped by it. I will use it for the rest of my life - and in helping

other persons with addiction/alcoholism through the 12th step. Buy it, it is an excellent resource.

I bought one large print and 4 "personal size" to donate to the visit room at the women's prison in

my state. One cannot bring a book (or anything) into the visit room so one can only use what is in

there. The easy-to-understand translations had been used to much, they were falling apart and had

been removed. The very-hard-to-understand translations were in pristine condition because no one

used them. A security guard had agreed to open the box from  if I brought it to the lobby unopened.

He carried the Bibles into the visit room. By the time I went through visit-processing and got in there,

three of them were already in use! Excellent for a lot of life situations and much appreciated at the

prison.



Very large Bible so really not something you take to church but perfect for at-home studies, easy to

understand version for those new to recovery and finding God as their higher power. Would

definitely recommend!.

It's a wonderful bible but was way way too big and bulky...think road atlas lolI hated to return it but

the only way to read it would be a table. I gave it a 5 star because this bible is so easy to read as in

understanding the word of God. My son has the normal print but my eyes are not good enough for

it.I just went back to my bible app.

Bought this for my son's 1 year sobriety birthday and he loves how it ties the bible and the 12 steps

together. Nice large print. Only complaint is that the description didn't mention that Jesus' word were

NOT in red which was a disappointment to my son. That's the reason for the 4 stars.

GREAT BIBLE - It really makes the bible relavent for today. It almost is too bad that it needs to have

the title "Recovery" because that may put people off. I had one pastor say to his congregation, "The

12-step program is a wonderful way to live your life. If you look at all of the "isms", I'm sure you'll

find a program that fits for you. The world would be a better place if we all would do so."

This Bible is HUGE and it took a while to find a case but the font size is so easy on the eyes.

Absolutely love it. I'm new to the translation but gift recipient is enjoying it with a matching Bible

Study. Recommended.
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